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Your Wedding

  Your wedding is  the start to a new chapter in your life, and I am here to help
illustrate it. As your Photographer or Videographer I will accompany you 
throughout your wedding day. I can help you stay relaxed and on time while
 recording every special moment so you will always remember it and the 
moments that may have gone unnoticed. 

  To the right is a photo of Anastasia,
wwho has just finished reading the 
letter her husband wrote for her 
before she walks up to him for the 
first time in her dress. 

   It it is very important to me to keep
moments like these flowing.
I do my best to set the stage and allow 
mmy couples to be themselves as I 
capture natural emotion.

 



John captured our wedding in September of 2019. It was very important to us to have intimate setting 

I have to say he struck the perfect balance! All of the videos have so much detail, yet he was never 

disruptive or blocking the view. I would highly recommend John and his company!! 

The attention to detail and professionalism were a  delight to have around on our special day!!

There are so many things to organize for a wedding it can be overwhelming,
and the one thing you really need is the reassurance that things will go smoothly.
I am here to tell you, that with my photo and video services, you are in good hands.

Your Trust

My husband and I are BEYOND grateful for his job and his ART during our wedding day.

John made us fel very calm and confident the WHOLE day.

John was working all over the place and worked as a perfect team

with the photographer. 

“John was amazing!!! He was not only our videographer but

 also our hype man! he brought more than cameras, he 

brough a warm spirit and excelent people skills. My videos

came out amazing!



about me
             Hey! I am John Antaki.

•  Born and raised in Aiken, SC

•  Weddings in GA,SC,IL,MD, and Spain

•  Have a black Lab

•  Previous professional work was CAD

•  Parents are from Egypt and West Virginia

•  •  Love to adventure / travel

•  Would like to live in an exotic destination
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